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CONTEXT
Person-centered technology enhanced learning (PCeL)
Master-level curriculum of SSME (Service-science
Mngmt & Engineering) as a specialization of computer
science
Masaryk University in Brno, Czech Republic
Mandatory master-level course on Communication and
Soft Skills, taught in groups of < 20 students

OVERVIEW
Course on Communication and Soft Skills
Aspired learning outcomes
Course Structure and “philosophy”
Assessment including self-evaluation

Qualitative Content Analysis
Research questions and design
Procedure
Findings
Discussion

Implications and further research
Conslusions, Discussion

COMMUNICATION AND SOFT SKILLS
ASPIRED LEARNING OUTCOMES
Goal: Promote social/professional skills of participants focusing on the
context of project work
Let students participate in the elaboration of more specialized
course goals according to the interests and needs they perceive!
(agile way)
Goals on all three levels of learning, such as:
Knowledge about teamwork, groups, …
Moderation skills, feedback skills, …
Openness, sharing attitude, acceptance, understanding, ﬂexibility, learning from
each other, …

COMMUNICATION AND SOFT SKILLS
COURSE STRUCTURE
Three 1,5 day
interactive
workshops
Two to three
weeks between
workshops

First WS facilitated
by the instructor
Expectations,
active listening,
moderation
method, choice of
teams and themes
First consultation
regarding resources

2nd and 3rd WS
moderated by
student-teams
Presentations,
activities,
reﬂection, videos
Peer- and instructor
feedback

Reaction sheets
& consultation
between WS

CSS: BEGINNING IN A CIRCLE, ACTIVE
LISTENING IN TRIADS, …

COMMUNICATION AND SOFT SKILLS COURSE
“PHILOSOPHY”
Student-centered course
Students:
Explore expectations
Co-determine content
Choose their team and theme
Moderate the group for ~ 2,5 hours
Give oral and written feedback
Engage in self-evaluation

Research Questions and Research Design
What do students learn and take away from the course?
Which longer-term eﬀect of the course do students perceive or assume/consider?
Which experiences do students consider to be signiﬁcant?
What matters to them most?
What is the relationship between students’ self-evaluations and the
grading performed by the instructor ?
→ Qualitative content analysis from students’ ﬁnal online self-evaluation.

QUALITATIVE CONTENT ANALYSIS: PROCEDURE
STEP 1: Research question, theoretical background
STEP 2: Establishment of a selection criterion, category deﬁnition, level of abstraction
STEP 3: Working through the texts line by line, new category formulation or subsumption
STEP 4: Revision of categories and rules after 10-50% of texts
STEP 5: Final working through the material
STEP 6: Building of main categories if useful
STEP 7: Intra-/Inter-coder agreement check
STEP 8: Final results, ev. frequencies, interpretation

(Mayring, 2014, p.80)

QUALITATIVE CONTENT ANALYSIS
FINDINGS RE LEARNING

Subcategory

Prototypical example

Stmt.-Count

Lot of new
things

”I learned a lot about time management, decision making and active
listening.”

8

Learning from
presenting &
moderating

”…I learned the most about our topic when we prepared for the
moderation…”

7

“I think that I learned and understood better, how important it is to
listen to others…”

5

To share one’s
perspective

“… I’m still afraid of showing up in a group of people [..], so I rather do
not say anything, However, when I considered my opinion to be
relevant [..] I always tried to overcome my fear and share this opinion.”

4

Learning from
exercises and
activities

“…exercises or games are better for me. I can remember things I tried
on my own…”

4

Active
listening

… [for further subcategories see proceedings]

30

QUALITATIVE CONTENT ANALYSIS
FINDINGS RE EFFECT

Subcategory

Prototypical example

Application
in life

„…deﬁnitely will try to use knowledge that I gained [..] in the future.”

Course
contributed to
positive change

“…I fought a really big demon in myself. But I won and it really pushes
me into achieving my life goals…”

Active listening
in everyday life

“Now, when I am listening to someone, I am trying to be more
empathic and to understand his feeling/position, so I can have a less
aggressive discussion without any problems.”

Stmt.-Count
7

6

4

QUALITATIVE CONTENT ANALYSIS
FINDINGS RE SIGNIFICANT EXPERIENCE

Subcategory

Prototypical example

Stmt.-Count

Activity of own
presentation

“During and after my presentation I found out that I can overcome [..]
my anxiety of publicly speaking that really stresses me out.”

7

Learning about
oneself

“I have learned a lot, but also I found out many things within myself
during this course.”

3

Learning from
other students

“…and I’ve learned/realised that learning from other students can be
really helpful”

1

Course being
diﬀerent

“The course was completely diﬀerent than all other courses taught at
the university. It was the ﬁrst time I actually was involved in the
process of what and how we want to learn”

1

Intercultural

“I had a chance to meet Muslim girl from Malaysia and talk with her
about her habits and traditions. I have got rid of prejudices and made a
new friend.”

1

… [for further subcategories see proceedings]

14

QUALITATIVE CONTENT ANALYSIS
FINDINGS RE MOST IMPORTANT LEARNING

Subcategory

Prototypical example

Stmt.-Count

Do not
judge

“… And it actually does not matter where the people are from when
we have a common goal. :))”

6

Presentation and
moderation skills
matter

“… the ways in which a presentation of a given topic can be made and
moderated”

2

“The most important learning that I take is the approximate idea how
to share your feedback.”

2

Feedback

Communication

“Everything can be solved with communication!”

2

Relationship between students’ and
instructor’s grading
Interestingly, just one student over-estimated himself by one grade-level, eight students were in accordance, and eight students slightly underestimated themselves.
→ A Large degree of honesty in the self-evaluation is very probable.

QUALITATIVE CONTENT ANALYSIS DISCUSSION
Limitations
Analysis of a single course instance (n = 17)
Corpus were students’ self-evaluations

Contribution of QCA
Easy to follow and suﬃciently ﬂexible to adapt
Provided a structured, well-organised and intersubjective impression of the
students’ view
Illuminated the essence, highlights and some details that otherwise would stay
concealed
Valuable learning for the instructor!

Impact on higher education practice and research in the ﬁeld of
professional skills, student-centered courses, and qualitative research

Course has exceptionally low drop-out rates

IMPACT
& FURTHER
RESEARCH

Team moderations can warmly be recommended to
like-minded educational innovators.

For the vast majority of students the course provided
sustainable learning ranging from improved listening,
presentation and interaction skills to coming to enjoy work
in international teams while widening one’s horizon.
Long-tern view: Further research needs to investigate in
how far these positive eﬀects are sustained over the years.
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